
Find level ground, and make sure that there are no obstructions nearby.

Check that you have all the parts required for assembly.

The T-poles can be moved left and right befor it lock onto the trampoline corner poles.

A. Referring to the illustration, place the T-poles and L-poles  .Ensure the L-pole is facing downwards.

B. Slide T-poles into side of L-poles,a T-pole and two L-poles are connected to form a Leg.

TIPS:The T-poles can be moved left and right befor it lock onto the trampoline corner poles. A. Connect the leg to square frame.

B. Two people lift the square frame,insert one side of leg into frame,then another side of leg.

Make sure your hands are kept away from the top of leg at least 20CM to avoid any injury.

TIPS:When installing the legs,it is easiest when one people to hold the frame up and
               horizontal while the other person inserts the legs into the leg sockets. 
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Mat * 1 pc Net * 1 pc Rods * 148 pcs

Safety Pad  * 4 pcs

Find level ground, and make sure that there are no obstructions nearby.

Check that you have all the parts required for assembly.

Allen Wrench of trampoline * 1 pc

Allen Wrench of Ladder  * 1 pc

Wrench * 1 pc

Gloves * 2 sets

Handles * 2 pcs

Bolts and nuts of Trampoline * 4 sets

Bolts and nuts of Ladder * 4 pcs

Sockets * 8 pcs

Straight Poles * 4 pcs Corner Poles Curved * 4 pcs

L-Poles for Left Leg * 4 pcs

T-Poles * 4 pcs Upper Net Poles （For basketball hoop)* 1 pc

Upper Net Poles * 11 pcs

Lower Net Poles * 12 pcs

L-Poles for Right Leg * 4 pcs

20cm

A. Lay out the Straight Pole and Curved Pole in a square. Make sure that the colored labels are facing upwards.

Make sure to form a taller U-frame and a shorter U-frame as illustration show

B. Insert the rod sockets into the holes to connect the Straight Poles and Curved Poles. 

NOTE: Make sure that the rod sockets are properly inserted into the holes.

C. Go around your trampoline,connecting the taller U-frame to the shorter U-frame,until you complete a square frame.

Note:One people hold the one side of shorter-U leg,while the another one hold the other side,then install into the
taller-U leg at the same time.

TIPS:The Sraight Pole with blue label is fit for the entrance and ladder.
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A.Take the rod and insert into the socket of the trampoline square frame

B.Repeat for each rod

Make sure the rods are completely correct and seated well into the sockets.

Note:A.When the aluminum rods are overloaded during using,some of rods maybe slightly deformed  
                due to the metal properties, the trampoline can be keep jumping and using.

B. If exchange the rods of curved corner pole into the rods of the straight pole,the trampoline 
     will be reached to better condition.

A. Take a set of bolts and nuts,go thought the hole of the frame.

B.Insert the bolts and nuts into any hole of the T-pole,and use tool(Allen Wrench of trampoline)to fasten.

Note:A.There are two holes in the top of T-poles,choose one of the hole to be inserted with bolt.
            B. The T-poles can be moved left and right ,both two holes available to fix the bolts.

The T-poles can be moved left and right, both two holes available to fix the bolts.

 11.

Pull the safety net down as illustration shown until the hook hooks onto it.
Take the safety pad and put it onto the space as illutration show .Make sure the safety pad is completely seated well .

Instruction of Ladder
Upper Net Poles (For basketball hoop)    

Fix the connect pole into side poles with bolts and nuts,use tools to fasten it. 

Take the ladder and attach it onto the trampoline frame,make sure it's fully seated well

safety pad


